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Prior considerations: 

We define moral harassment 

"Mobbing is psychological harassment at work and aims to destroy the psychological stability of 
a human being through disrepute and rumorology. It is practiced by the group in such a way that 
the "stigmatized" victim cannot defend himself, and cannot speak or that his word no longer has 
any value. The victim's defensiveness comes from the passivity of the testimonies of the 
violence, that allows the destruction of another human being in an unworthily and cowardly 
way”. (Definition of Marina Parés. 2005) © 2005marinapares 

"The mobbing or moral harassment at work, although framed in the psychosocial risks of 
occupational health is not in itself a disease, what it is about is a series of behaviours of 
psychological violence that end up affecting the health of the victim. They are the consequences 
of the exercise of psychological violence, about a human being what makes this become sick. " 
(M Parents 2005 to "The communication in the mobbing"). 

We define the mobbing as the harassment of a group against a person, the vexatious treatment 
and outrage about the victim aims to end the balance and psychological resistance of the same, 
undermining and wearing -the emotional and physically. Another unmistakable feature of 
stalking is the increasing scaling of attacks, until it reached extremes that are impossible to 
endure by the besieged. 

The integrated Psychopath 

"The person with perverse personality, is full of destructive desire in any of its forms, and is 
characterized because it is red and enjoys writing anonymous, It is known for its overlapping and 
poisonous comments, as well as for the viper and mendacious complaint. The explanation of his 
fit in the profile of the pursuer is that the three types of personality (hysterical, mythomaniac 
and perverse) possess two ingredients that are common: the malignancy of one side and the 
affective unalterable of the other, with which any type of simulation is feasible ".  (M. Parés 2005 
in the "Witness test how to detect fake mobbing?”). 

Gaining allies 

"We know that in order to be able to harden another human being, the pursuer must exercise 
two types of manipulations, one aimed at the victim's environment and another addressed to 
the besieged person. For the pursuer the manipulation directed towards the environment, it 
aims to convert it into its ally, either because they collaborate in the harassment or because it 
does not make evident what  is obvious and therefore the only one that asks the stalker to the 
people of the environment, is that they do nothing. The environment that does not do anything 
becomes a tacit contributor to harassment. The objective of manipulation of language aimed at 
the victim is to damage and destabilize her. (M. Parés 2005 in the "Mobbing circles"). 

  



Detection of the Stalker through language 

"We must take into account the importance of the group element since this will be a clear 
indicator that will allow us to distinguish a false mobbing of a real mobbing. Moral harassment 
is a group of psychological violence against a person, it is not a conflict between two people, the 
stalker and the victim, and if, on the contrary, a group against a worker "(M. Parés, 2005) 

We start with the concept that defines gang harassment as the group formed by the stalker and 
the people who surround it and participate in harassment. (M. Parés 2005 in the "Rites of 
Initiation and continuity"). " This instigator surrounds himself with allies to act as stalkers and 
help him to destroy the victim, very often they are those who face, while the main instigator is 
in the rear of getting unnoticed. We must not forget that the main stalker is a coward person, 
who works in the Shadow ". "All members of gang have an individual motivation to form part of 
this type of group and these motivations are tied to certain personal deficiencies. (M. Parés 2006 
in "the vision of those affected: the intervention with people affected by A.M. T- Harassment at 
work"). 

The objective 

Mobbing does not seek damage for evil, it seeks this evil generates a result. The victim's 
discrediting will always provide a gain for the instigator of harassment. The benefit that the 
Bulker will acquire with the victim's discredit could not achieve it without the use of harassment. 
It is the fraudulent acquisition by the stalker, of this objective, through harassment, which will 
determine whether the mobbing has been or not beneficial for the stalker. (M. Parés 2006 in 
the Workshop: "Mobbing: Detection of the stalker through language"). 

The Phases 

Moral harassment is a process, it does not happen only once, and as a process, it consists of a 
series of evolutionary phases. In moral harassment at work I have defined seven phases, namely: 
seduction phase, conflict phase, bullying, phase environment, company phase, expulsion phase 
and recovery phase. Although it is necessary to prove that in the moral harassment in other 
areas such as school, housing, media and the family are not given all these seven phases. The 
phases that are common to all types of harassment are the phases of seduction, conflict, and 
harassment. 

Step 1 harassment. The seduction phase. The seduction phase consists of the following steps, 
namely (M. Parés in the "The process of Seduction" October 2002): 

A) attracting the person 

b) absorption or quality learning 

c) Testing and verification 

In the seduction phase the manipulator will make you believe that you care a lot about the 
(future) victim either through adulation or else through compassion. It is a strategy aimed at the 
knowledge of the cracks (weaknesses) of the future victim and the objective is the absorption of 
"something" that has more the victim, in this consists the process of seduction. 

Step 2 harassment. The phase of conflict is to magnify a small existing conflict and the victim is 
the target person. The objective is the personal external discrediting of the true possessor of the 
quality. Mobbing is the verification of a loss of social values at both individual and collective 



levels; But the emergence of moral harassment at work contravening all ethical order. I am of 
the opinion that the exercise of the psychological violence in the work manifested as a moral 
harassment against a worker by a group with power, has the motivation to always hide a fraud. 
I define the concept of fraud as the acquisition or permanence of privileges by this group or at 
the bottom of the group leader, which without the harassment would lose or could not acquire. 
(M. Parés 2005 in “mobbing: Knowing the stalker group from Anthropology"). 

Step 3 harassment. The stalking phase, in itself, consists of a group's attack against a single 
victim. The mobbing is a group dynamic which, once launched, continues to be automatically 
and unstoppable. Once a group bullying process has begun, any action or intention of defence 
by the victim increases the sensation of group questioning and this danger will generate an 
increase of the victim's harassment activities. (M. Parés 2005 in "mobbing: Knowing the bulge 
group from anthropology"). 

The pursuer uses the cultural mechanisms inherent to the society to manipulate the victim's 
environment through the use of the symbolic use of rituals. We must not forget that we have to 
dive in the concepts of suggestibility and mental control. And this is the case, given that the 
pursuer is a great manipulator and uses symbolic violence both to harden the victim and to 
maintain the "loyalty" of the Allies and collaborators; That in a certain sense are also victims 
"(M. Parés 2005 on the “Rites of initiation and continuity... ") 

Consequences for the victim 

At the psychological level the victim's damage is usually enormous. The victim of harassment or 
mobbing gradually loses faith and self-confidence as a result of what different aspects of his life 
will be affected. It enters a growing stress spiral that decreases and ends up becoming chronic 
and non-specific giving rise to a multitude of chronic somatic conditions or diseases that can 
lead to low labour. They are also usually produced emotional alterations and personality that 
affect their sphere of social and family relationships, generating problems with relationship of 
partner mainly. (M. Parés 2006 in "the Psychic trauma of the mobbing as a possible triggering 
factor of the episode of Fibromyalgia"). 

People are social beings and as such the membership to a group can be regarded as the utmost 
necessity. The feeling of social rejection, of being systematically pursued and besieged destroys 
the feeling of belonging to the community and facilitates the situations of individual alienation 
to the victim (M. Parés 2005 A "mobbing: Knowing the bulking group from anthropology"). 

The psychopath 

The characteristics that will enhance a person's attitudes and actions of harassment towards 
another are: envy, mediocrity and control. (M. Parés 2005 in "mobbing: Knowing the bulge 
group from anthropology") antisocial personality traits, known as the "Black Triade". These traits 
are narcissistic obsession, the impulsiveness of the research of risk (includes the cruel behaviour 
of psychopaths) and the false and exploitative nature. Studies have shown that for every ten 
psychopaths’ men there is only one woman with the same personality disorder. Essential 
psychopaths (i.e. those who possess a genetic disposition for psychopathy) constitute only 6% 
of the world's population, regardless of ethnic origin. 

Psychopaths try to bring pain and suffering to practically all the people with whom they coincide. 
And yet, somehow, they manage to convince their victims that they have been treated badly. 
Psychopathy not only manifests itself, for criminal action, but also because of the lack of 



linkages, associated with an inability to relate to others. There are theories that consider 
psychopathy as the product of genetic and biological factors (nature), whereas the theories of 
the other end of the spectrum argue that psychopathy is the fruit, from the outset, of a defective 
social environment (education). 

With them, psychopaths, there is only more drama, more harm and danger. A bad person with 
a normal intelligence is someone who complicates the life of the people who surround them, 
makes them painful and unenjoyable. The passive aggression behaviour that involves lowering, 
insulting, talking from behind; Are behaviours typical of bad people of normal intelligence. All 
these attitudes are so common that many good people adopt them as reasonable ways of 
behaving; But they are not. (According to Robert Canup, extracted from Http://psicopatia-
narcisismo.blogspot.com/search/label/Psicopat%C3%ADa%20-
%20lobos%20en%20piel%20de%20oveja). 

There is also the wicked or psychopath person with an intelligence above the average. These 
people prepare everything for someone to die ' accidentally ' and wait for the circumstances to 
occur. Most people are also familiar with this kind of people; We call them leaders, both in 
industry and in government. (According to Robert Canup, extracted from http://psicopatia-
narcisismo.blogspot.com/search/label/Psicopat%C3%ADa%20-
%20lobos%20en%20piel%20de% 20oveja). 

If you are a good person you will encounter many bad people in your life. You need to recognise 
it both in it and its actions. It is more important to recognize the malicious behaviours that 
society has accepted as reasonable, and that it begins to reject them, both to you and to others, 
taking them as unacceptable. 

We cite Alexander Lowen, "When material wealth is above the human, the notoriety arouses 
more admiration than dignity and success is more important than respect for oneself, then the 
culture itself is over assessing the image and must be considered a narcissist". (Extracted from 
the book ' The Narcissism. A disease of our times '). 

 


